Our core proficiencies:

- ✓ Provide ONE STOP Plastic Injection Mould Making services from product conceptualisation to product manufacturing
- ✓ Specialize in manufacture injection moulds with complex core technology such as 1. Swept, 2. Collapsible & 3. Slides Cores

Background

In early year 1970’s, the two Leong’s brothers (which is the current company directors) started building plastic injection moulds for PVC Soil, Waste & Vent - SWV and Soil, Waste & Rain-SWR Fittings. The special hydraulic coring system for intricate socket joints are all invented in-house and has proven to be the most reliable in the industry.

The parallel sockets coupled with sweep bends are our specialty. Tight sweep bends and smooth internal design produces top rate fittings.

Specialized runner design eliminate flow marks and produces strong weld lines.

We design our moulds with standard products for the non-specific parts to ensure that our customers all around the world can perform small maintenance and repairs at the lowest cost and with the highest flexibility.

Located in Selangor, Malaysia, our strength is in offering a great balance in cost-effectiveness with a skilled workforce at an affordable currency (MYR). Over 70% of our product are export around the globe and we are well-accustomed to international standards requirements.

Our focus is on Quality and On-Time Delivery, and towards these goals, we have adopted standards like ISO9001.

Some highlights of our company:

- Precision Engineering Plastic Injection:
  - over 40 years in plastic mould/tool-making
  - over 30 years in plastic injection moulding
  - machining precision up to 3 microns

- Internationally Recognised:
  - over 800 of our products & service are export (eg. UK, USA, Europe, South-East Asia)
  - accustomed to international standards and incoterms

- Experienced:
  - with a wide range of engineering plastic (PVC, UPV, CPVC, PVDF, PP, PA6, PA66, PBT, LCP, POM, PEEK, ABS etc.)
  - across a wide range of products (Pipe Fitting, Air Filtration, Electrical, Automotive, Medical/Pharmaceutical, Consumer, Oil & Gas, etc.)

- Responsible for Quality:
  - ISO 9001:2015

- [http://www.hhmould.com](http://www.hhmould.com)
- +603-55107972
- admin@hhmould.com